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About This Issue
Peter R. RonyandJ.D. Wright
There are several interesting aspects
of this issue of CAST Communications:
(1) The Computing in Chemical

Engineering Award winner, Professor
Warren E. Stewart, continues our oneyear old tradition of publishing
excerpts from the award lecture given
at the fall CAST banquet.
(2) Two original, feature articles on
our spring theme, "Artifical
Intelligence and Knowledge-Based
Systems", are included.
It should be noted here that
publication by an author in CAST

Communications does not preclude
publication of their works in other
magazines and scholarly journals
capable of reaching a different, or
perhaps broader, audience. Also,
articles in CAST Communications are
not copyrighted in the name of the
Institute. Division members should
feel free to reproduce and circulate
copies of this CAST Division material to
students and colleagues. If they like
what they read and what the CAST
Division is doing, ask them to become
a member. We point our that some
articles may be copyrighted to the
authors by special request.
We encourage Division members to
contribute to our newsletters.
(3) For the first time in the history of
this newsletter, all stages of a feature
article, the one by George
Stephanopoulos, were handled
electronically. The article was
submitted both in printed form and on
an IBM Pc-compatible disk that
contained three different file formats,
(a) Word Perfect formatted text, (b)
Original ASCII text without formatting
commands, and (c) Original ASCII text
with Word Perfect formatting
commands. Since the editor uses

PeachText 5000 as his word processor,
he edited file (b) into a form that was
suitable for electronic transmission to
the Associate Editor in Canada.
Authors are encouraged to submit
articles in this manner.
(4) Also for the first time, we are
publishing a Call for Papers for a
scheduled session at a National AIChE
meeting. In our opinion, CAST
Communications is a good vehicle for
publishing such calls. Unfortunately,
mismatches of publication dates and
paper submission deadlines may make
such publication not very useful. Such
a problem can be corrected.
(5) We are publishing in this issue the
congratulations from David A. Jones
"to all those dedicated people involved
in making the XI Interamerican
Congress of Chemical Engineering a
success!" All of the CAST Divison
officiers and program charimen are
volunteers: it is always appropriate in
CAST Communications to say thank
you.

(6) Because of the length of the
articles in this issue, the
Microcomputer/Personal Computer
Notes will not be published.
(7) If you are interested in wide-area
networking for engineers and
scientists, get a copy of the recent
article, "Networking for Scientists"
published in the February 28, 1986
issue of Science magazine.
(8) Membership information compiled
by Bruce Finlayson and Dennis
Spriggs while they were second-year
directors of the CAST Division include
the following:
AIChE Membership
CAST Membership

70,000
(2.5%) 1,685
New Members Each Year
7,400
Engineers
2,700
Students
4,700
Professors in AIChE
2,379
Professors in CAST
(9%)
195

1

Students in AIChE
Students in CAST

(7%)

603
43

CAST Division membership increased
from 1523 in 1984 to 1685 in 1985, for
a net increase of 162. In the Editors'
opinion, with the increasing role that
computers are playing in our
discipline, there is every reason to
believe that our membership could
double over the next several years.

Chairman's Message:
Random Thoughts About the
Teaching of Statistics
Thomas F. Edgar, University ofTexas
The changing nature of the chemical
engineering profession has been an
often-discussed subject in technical
publications and in the boardrooms oj
major corporations. The importance oj
computing technology in this
evolutionary process is unquestioned:
many educators are now debating the
issues of how computers ought to be
integrated into undergraduate and
graduate education so that th,
graduate engineer can cope witt
today's industrial environment, whid
is increasingly computer based. WhilE
much of the recent discussion ha,
centered on how to integratE
computers into all undergraduatE
courses (see the CACHE Corporatior
position paper, "Expectations of th!
Competence of Chemical Engineerink
Graduates in the Use of Computink
Technology," Chem. Engr. Education
Winter, 1986, p. 19) and how the open
ended design must pervade each 0
these courses (see Morton M. Denn
(!Design,
Accreditation,
an(
Computing Technology", Chern. Engr
Education, Winter, 1986, p. 18),
would like to mention one area tha
seems to be neglected in most propose!
curricula, namely, that of engineerin,
statistics.

One year ago, I asked representatives
of ten large chemical and oil
companies to help me develop an
inventory of necessary skills in the
area of chemical engineering
computing. I was surprised at the
unanimity of the responses as well as
the very strong feelings for computing
skills that exist in industry today. In
sorting out the responses, I was able to
correlate all of their concerns with a
course generally taught in chemical
engineering save one, the need for a
chemical engineer to use statistics.
Last week, in the February 1986 issue
of CEP, a letter to the editor from J.S.
Hunter, a well-known applied
statistician at Princeton University
and a former professor of mine, decried
the omission of modern statistical
methods in the education of the
chemical engineer. Professor Hunter
wrote:
"Undergraduate students are seldom
taught the arts of planning for data.
They appear at industry's door
unprepared to handle the simplest
problems involving quantitative
information gathered on the
production floor, or produced in a
laboratory. Most students acquire
scant realiziltion of the role and scope
of experimental error, of data
variance, of bias, or of the difference
between correlation and causation.
The statistical design ofexperiments is
a topic so widely ignored at the
undergraduate and graduate levels
that industry itself must provide the
necessary education."

should rely heavily on the use of
software packages.

CAST Division Reports to
AIChE Council

There is potential danger for chemical
engineers in not being able to speakor
understand the language of
statisticians. At the recent Chemical
Process Control Conference, sponsored
by CAST, Professor John McGregor
(McMaster University) pointed out
that statisticians are increasingly
influential in manufacturing company
management. In the process control
arena, they are removing models based
on physics and chemistry in favor of
process control charts and other such
devices. Unless chemical engineers
can appreciate the advantages and
disadvantages of such tools, we will be
inarticulate on this issue.

The following is taken from the
approved minutes of the AIChE Council
Meeting in Chicago on November 9,
1985, and is published with the
approval,on February 26, 1986, of Dr.
J. Charles Forman, Executive Director
of AIChE.

Why should the CAST Division be
interested in curriculum changes?
TheDivision membership has a vital
interest in the professional competence
of its members. Do you think that our
Division should take a stand on this
issue? Do you have comments or
examples about the role of statistics in
chemical engineering practice? Would
you like to contribute your thoughts to
a
future
issue
of
CAST
Communications? Please write to me
at the Department of Chemical
Engineering, University of Texas,
Austin, TX 78712.

Professor Hunter believes that in order
to remedy this problem, every
engineering
undergraduate
curriculum should contain a course in
statistical methods. The course should
emphasize the scientific method, the
exposition of data, the planning of
experiments, the fitting of models, and
the arts of data analysis. The course
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"Chairman Edward Rosen and 2nd
Vice Chairman Jeff Siirola came
before Council to report on the latest
activities of the CAST Division. Dr.
Rosen stated that the division is
healthy, growing, and innovative.
CAST started in 1977 with 81 members
and now has 1625. CAST programming
is divided into three areas:
10a-Systems and Process Design,
lOb-Systems and Process Control, and
10c-a general area for management
and information, with 48% of
programs in the design area, 26% in
process control, and 27% general. The
division sponsors specialty conferences
to reflect the activity of the three
programming areas. They are
considered to be the premiere
conferences in their field, are most
successful, and highly sought after.
Their Executive Committee is made up
of six directors, two of whom are
elected every year for a three-year
term. Their duties are rotated during
their term of office for them to become
familiar with every aspect of the
division. This year a new CAST
Communications was started, a
newsletter produced by electronic mail
which, through the cooperation of the
New York office, is sent out to their
entire membership. In addition, it is
sent to all new AIChE memhers to
solicit their enrollment in the division.
Dr. Rosen noted that the CAST
Executive Committee is currently
u·sing electronic mail extensively to
communicate, and are looking for ways
to extend this to the entire division
membership.

"He cited several difficulties which
they are attempting to solve,
specifically noting that the percent of
good CAST papers accepted for AIChE
meetings is restricted by the number of
sessions approved. He felt that this
could be corrected if there was more
continuity between Meeting Program
Chairmen, and recommended that
EBPC consider expanding CAST
programming to reflect the growth and
trends in this field. Another problem
was the need for better historical
record keeping; he suggested the use of
computer databases to better track
previous sessions, trends, etc. This is
being discussed with National.
"Chairman Rosen expressed pleasure
with the new Council of Division
Officers, noting that it is the only open
forum for divisions to be heard; he
would like to see it become more
active. A long term problem is in
publication of their newsletter, noting
that it is unfair to expect volunteer
companies and individuals to continue
to provide this service. He stated that
the CAST membership prefers hard
copy to proceedings and preprints, as
opposed to microfiche; he would like to
see AIChE move in that direction. The
Division has been approached to put
advertising in their newsletter; this is
being discussed in the holistic context
of Institute advertising policies. In
summary, he recommended that CAST
and AIChE continue to work closely to
resolve these problems. President
Sachs thanked Chairman Rosen and
the committee for an outstanding
presentation and, on behalf of Council,
expressed appreciation for their efforts
on behalf of AIChE."

CAST Archives
Though the CAST Division is only eight
years old, archival documentation
such as newsletters, AIChE programs,
minutes of meetings, names of former
officers, and so forth is fading quickly.

If you have any such material especially going back to the days of the
Machine Computation Committee - or
other CAST memorabilia, please send
them to:

Process models have the generic form

FY=OinV
BY = 0 on S

Herbert I Britt
Aspen Technolgy, Inc.
251 Vassar Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139.

Lumping and Approximation
in Process Models

(1)
(2)

Here Y is a vector of unknown
functions of the coordinates x; V and S
are the interior and boundary of the xdomain; and F and B are operators.
Equation (1) denotes the relations to
be solved in the main region V, and
Equation (2) denotes any needed
initial and boundary conditions.

Computing in Chemical Engineering
Award Lecture
Kinds of Approximation Methods

Warren E. Stewart, University
Wisconsin

of

I would like to thank the CAST Division
and the sponsors of this award for the
honor of speaking to you tonight. As
the topic of discussion I have selected
some of my research on lumping and
approximation in process models.

1. Approximation of the problem
A. Linearization
B. Asymptotic methods and
perturbations
C. Physico-chemical assumptions
and simplifications
2. Approximation of the solution

Process modelling has come a long way
since I entered industry in 1950.
Computational models have become
the rule rather than the exception, and
advances in computation have allowed
better models to be used.
Approximations remain useful for
reducing the computing effort, or for
increasing the range of problems that
can be handled on any given machine.

A. Weighted residual methods
• Least squares
• Othogonality methods
Variational methods of
Rayleigh and Ritz,
Galerkin method
• Collocation methods
• Finite element methods
B. Finite difference methods

Two kinds of approximation are
important in process modelling:
approximation of the problem and
approximation of the solution. Some
examples of each are shown in Figure
1. Approximations of the solution are
easier to assess, because the error can
be controlled by systematically
varying some parameters of the
method. We will focus on weighted
residual methods and their use in
creating lumped versions of various
process models.

A weighted residual method
approximates Y by an adjustable
function Y(n). A typical form is

3

Figure 1.

n-l
y(n)

= Yo(x) +

I

ai<!>i(x)

i=O

in which the functions Yo(x) and <!>;(x)
are chosen and the coefficients ai are to
be found. In multidimensional
problems, a common strategy is to let

(3

the ai depend on some of the
coordinates, and omit those
coordinates from the functions <Pi(X). If
each basis function <Pi(X) is active only
in a corresponding subdomain,
Equation (3) is called a spline or finiteelement approximation.
Approximation of Y by Equation (3) in
the process model gives the residual
functions

polynomial is shown in Figure 3,
(9)
which can be overlaid on Figure 2, and
e (x k ) = 0, k = 1, ... n
its values at the stages are shown by
vertical lines. In either case, the zeros
The inner product (!!.,fJ is the integral
of
the optimized Q2(X) are used as
of if over V and S. This integral
collocation
points; they are marked by
reduces to a sum if the region is
large
dots
in this view. Multipoint
discrete, as it will be in stage wise
grids
are
obtained
analogously, using
models.
standard formulas for the orthogonal
polynomials.
Collocation is the simplest weighted

residual method. However, to get good
results one has to be careful in
(4) choosing the collocation points. A
natural choice is to use the grid points
e o in V
of an n-point quadrature rule that is
(5) optimized for Equations (6), (7), or (8).
B yin) = e on S
Equivalently, in one dimension we can
s
write an (n+ I)-term interpolant Qn(x)
for the residual, adjust Qn to satisfy
which generally depend on the
Equation (6), (7), or (8), and choose its
coordinates x and the coefficients ai.
zeros Xl, .... Xn as our collocation points.
We will regard !!.O and !!.s as the local
Either way, we get a lumped method
parts of a global residual function e.
with accuracy comparable to the
The approximation is called interio;
corresponding integral method, and
exterior, or mixed, according toth~
with superior computational speed.
regions where g is nonzero: in V, on S,
The name "orthogonal collocation" was
or both.
chosen for these methods [1] because
the collocation is done at the zeros of
Lacking an exact solution (which
one or more orthogonal functions.
would make!!. zero everywhere), we
General discussions of such methods
adjust the coefficients ai to make e
are available in References [1J to [5],
small in some overall sense. Som;
and selected applications are given in
popular criteria for this are least
[1] to [9J.
squares,
As a simple example, consider the
selection of two grid points in the
interval [0,9] of the x-axis. This calls
a
(6) for a three-term function Q2(X); let's
~,e)
0,
O, ... n-I
aa.,
use a quadratic, Co + CIX + x2. If the
coefficients co and CI are determined by
least squares, we will get a collocation
the method of moments,
method analogous to Equation (6).

=

k=O, ... n-I

the method of Galerkin,

(e, <P k )

= 0,

k

= 0, ... n -

and the method of collocation,

1

The grid points depend on the range of
(7) values of X in the process model. If X
takes all real values from 0 to 9, then
(Q2,Q2) is an ordinary integral and the
optimal Q2(X) is a certain Jacobi
polynomial, shown in Figure 2. But if
(8) X takes only integer values, as in a 10stage distillation module, then (Q2,Q2)
is a IO-term sum and the optimal Q2(X)
is a Hahn polynomial. The latter
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For stagewise models, the resulting
collocation points normally fall
between the stages. This causes no
difficulty; we simply apply Equation
(6) at the collocation points, and use
Equation (3) to interpolate the results
to the stages.
Similar strategies can be applied to
multidimensional systems, such as
packed-tube reactors. A startup
simulation for such a reactor is shown
in the Figure 4, computed by Jan
Sorensen. The reactor state was
approximated in five dimensions
(time; axial distance; and radial
coordinates in the tube, catalyst
pellets, and inert particles). We used
piecewise polynomials in time and
axial distance, and global polynomials
in the radial dimensions.- The startup
was simulated for 600 s of real time in
40 s of UNIVAC 1100/82 cpu time.
The speed of this multidimensional
simulation illustrates the efficiency of
the orthogonal collocation method
here applied on finite elements.
'
Collocation methods for multistage
systems are quite recent. Our version
is based on the discrete least-squares
approach described above, which leads
to collocation at the zeros of a Hahn
polynomial for each section of the
system. Figure 5 shows a column
simulation computed in this way by
Keith Levien. The collocation method
with 8 grid points describes the system
well, and runs about ten times faster
than the full 32-stage model.
We are extending this approach to
process design, where the numbers of

stages, N k. in the column sections are
unknown. Full-order models require
these unknowns to be integers, and
lead to awkward mixed-integer design
calculations. The collocation method
can treat these unknowns as
continuous, until the end of the
solution when they are rounded to
integer values. The calculation of grid
points for non-integer values of N is
straightforward, since the Hahn
polynomials are explicit functions of N
andx.

section lengths, Nk' and the reflux
ratio are to be selected to minimize the
sum of the annualized fixed cost and
operating cost.
Table 2 shows the optimal solution
computed by the Han-Powell
algorithm, using 5-point collocation to
describe each column section The
stage requirements agree, to the
nearest integer, with the results for
the optimal full-order case shown in
Table 3. The other collocation results
are also close.

Figure 6 shows the grid points as
functions of N for three-point
collocation, based on the Hahn
polynomials described above. The
collocation points vary smoothly with
N, permitting gradient-based
optimization of plate column designs.

Collocation Solution to Test
Problem
N1

N2
Reflux Ratio
d(lk) / f(lk)
b(hk / f<hk)
Total Annual Cost

Test Problem Specifications
Feed
Mole Fractions

C2: 0.03
(lk) C3: 0.20
(hk) C4: 0.37
C5: 0.35
C6; 0.05

Total Feed (I b mol/hr)

Table 2

Total Annual Costs for Test Problem
Calculated From Full-Order Model

3000

Feed Temp (OF)

225

Condenser Type

Equilibrium

Reboiler Type

Equilibrium

Pressure (bars)

17.23

13.15
18.10
3.8960
0.9548
0.9865
$203,048

N,

12

13

14

N,
17
18

$203,216
$203,094

19

$203,124

$202,962
$202,985
$202,840
$202,862
(Optimum)
$202,869
$202,890

R(optimum) = 3.8875

Table 3
Distillate (Ib mol/hr)

678

Refl ux Rati a
d (lk) / f(lk)

~

0.9548

b(hk) / f(hk)

~

0.9832

Table 1

Table 1 gives the specifications for a
design problem which Cris Swartz
presented today in Session 18. The

In closing, I would like to thank my
students for their stimulating
collaboration, and my wife, Jean, and
family for their support. Thanks also
to our colleagues and friends, well
represented here, for their
encouragement in this research, and to
our sponsors for the funds to carry it
through.
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Professor Stewart is the McFarlandBascom Professor of Chemical
Engineering at the University of
Wisconsin in Madison. He received his
B.S. and M.S.degrees from the
University of Wisconsin and his Sc.D.
from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He worked for Sinclair

before joining the chemical engineering
faculty at Wisconsin in 1956. He is coauthor of several books on process
modelling and computation and has
published nearly one hundred papers,
patents, and other contributions to the
scientific literature. He is a Fellow of
AIChE and served recently on the
programming board of the CAST
Division. He is also a member of the
American Chemical Society, the
American Society for Engineering
Education, Alpha Chi Sigma, and Phi
Beta Kappa. Professor Stewart was
cited particularly for the development
of innovational computational
techniques for process simulation,
analysis, and design, and for the
inspiration which led to the widespread
application of these methods by
industry and academia.
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Expert Systems and
Computing Environments for
Process Systems Engineering
George Stephanopoulos, Massachusetts
Institute ofTechnology
Abstract

The purpose of the present
communication is to provide a critical
overview of an evolving technology
based on concepts from artificial
intelligence, especially as it pertains to
the computer-aided analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation of chemical
and biochemical processing systems.
Within this scope we will examine the
opportunities offered by this
technology both in terms of new
conceptual developments and in terms
of the new facilities provided by
flexible and friendly computing
environments for process development,
design, operations and control.
Furthermore, we will briefly explore
the practical implications in terms of
educational requirements, hardware
and software environments, all of
which constitute major hurdles in
harvesting the promises put forward
by the explosively growing new
technology.

based systems, rather than their
academic counterparts.
Knowledge-based systems have been
treated with caution, given the
unfulfilled promises made by earlier
attempts in artificial intelligence.
Nevertheless, reality has overtaken
the cautious visionaries and expert
systems today represent an growing
industry with an ever increasing
number of applications in; medical
diagnoses, geological searches,
chemical analyses, economic planning,
analysis and evaluation of processing
and manufacturing systems, synthesis
and design of engineering systems, etc.
In a recent symposium at MIT, one
could count 150 participants from over
than 50 companies from the Boston
area, all of them involved with the
design and development of specificpurpose knowledge-based expert
systems. Twenty of those companies
were concerned with expert systems
related to the chemical engineering
interests like; fault diagnosis, control,
analysis and evaluation of processing
and manufacturing systems,
computer-aided graphics and natural
language interfaces, use of analytical
instruments, investment planning,
scheduling and allocation of
productive capacity, etc.

Introduction

Whether the proliferation of Expert
Systems constitutes a long lasting
direction in computer-aided analysis,
design (synthesis), manufacturing,
control, etc. of engineering systems, or
just a fashionable trend, only time will
demonstrate
conclusively.
Nevertheless, the truth of the matter
is that a growing "cult" in academic
circles and an astounding demand by
industrial practitioners represent the
current reality. It is also worth noting
that in the areas of chemical
engineering interest, it is the
industrial concerns which have carried
the bulk of developing new knowledge-

Furthermore, major chemical
processing companies have established
special groups exploring or developing
uses for expert systems' technology.
Among these one finds Dupont, Exxon,
Air Products, Union Carbide, General
Electric, Mobil, 3M, ICI, BASF, Bayer,
Rhone Poulenc, etc.
Several
applications have been discussed in
public meetings and include the efforts
by Foxboro, Honeywell, LISP Machine
Inc., ICI, CHIYODA. Finally, we have
started receiving at the universities
explicit inquiries from various
companies as whether we have
graduate students well versed in
artificial intelligence techniques with
working experience on the design and
implementation of expert systems.
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These are signs which cannot but be
taken into account with all
appropriate seriousness.
Expert systems have been called in
recent past to systematize and use a
large body of informal, empirical,
contextual
and judgemental
knowledge which has been the domain
of skiIIful and experienced
practitioners. In this respect they
constitute a valuable complement to
the analytical knowledge and its
computer-based
algorithmic
implements. Although expert systems
have been used to capture ((expertise",
recent developments indicate that
their best potential is still untapped.
Reasoning and meta-reasoning
prototypes are already in use and
imagination may be too limited to
evision what is lying in the future. In
the domain of chemical engineering
science and practice, expert systems
promise to !!break" a number of
problems still quite resistant to pure
numerical algorithmic procedures.
The extent to which this promise is
realistic is currently scrutinized, but
the technology is self-propelled
because it possesses certain inherent
features of basic educational value
like, systematizing the thoughts of
engineering design, teaching the
proper approach for the structuring
and interpretation of computer
programming, and allowing fertile
hands-on experience in creative
engineering.
It is an understatement that chemical
and biochemical engineering offers
several opportunities for the
development of expert systems. From
the analytic titles such as organic
chemistry, molecular biology,
thermodynamics and phase-equilibria,
fluid mechanics, kinetics and reaction
engineering, to the more synthetic
activities such as process development,
design, operations and control, design
of special purpose products
(copolymers,
composites,
pharmaceuticals, agricultural

chemicals, specialties), design of
catalysts, solvents, determination of
new chemical or biochemical
production routes, one is often
confronted with non-analytic andlor
non-numerical issues which certainly
fall within the specifications of
knowledge-based expert systems. It is
this creative dimension of chemical
engineering education and practice
that
artificial
intelligence
developments are very well poised to
serve.
But, artificial intelligence technology
has given rise to an other dimension of
immediate practical utility. It has
created new computing environments
which make the computer-aided
engineering practice what it should be;
free of the syntactic pains and much
more flexible and creative. Within the
domain of chemical engineering
education and practice, computer
programming has traditionally been
treated as the skill to convert specific
numerical solution procedures into
computer programs using BASIC,
FORTRAN, PASCAL, C, and the like.
Consequently, the emphasis has been
placed on; (1) becoming well
acquainted with the syntactic
procedures of languages like BASIC,
FORTRAN,
PASCAL
and
the
implementational environment of the
particular machine, and (2) learning
numerical procedures for the solution
of algebraic and differential equations.
In few cases, efficiency and elegance in
programming style were explicitly
emphasized, and even in fewer cases
elements of structural programming,
issues of hierarchy and complexity
were inc!uded.
The advent of expert systems imposes
new requirements on the nature and
the style of programming. This has
created new computing environments
as those signified by the LISP
computers, which has far fetching
effects on how we do computer-aided
engineering
(simulation,design,control). The

central feature which must be
emphasized is the fact that "the
proliferation of LISP computing
environments introduces a revolution
in the way we think and in the way we
express what we think through
computer-aided engineering". The
essence of this change is the
"emergence of a procedural
epistemology" which organizes
knowledge (data,rules) into structured
forms (procedures) from an imperative
point of view of a new "how to".
Concepts like, frames (flavors,
schemata) for data modelling,
blackboard architectures for
reasoning, the indistiguishability of
data and procedures are expected to
. have profound effects on the way we
design the next generation of
simulators, process flowsheet
synthesizers, control design packages,
as well as the supporting facilities
such as data base management
systems, physical properties packages,
etc.
In the subsequent paragraphs of
this communication we will discuss a
few points concerning the nature,
design, development of expert systems
as well as the associated software and
hardware environments. We will
briefly outline the potential of such
systems in chemical and biochemical
engineering, with some examples from
the current research efforts both by
our group at MIT and groups at other
universities or industrial research and
development teams. Furthermore we
will examine the changing computing
environment for computer-aided
process engineering and illustrate it
with simple examples from our work
and of others.
Expert Systems
In the early 70's artificial intelligence
research had been bogged down by its
own emphasis On uncovering the
universal and fundamental principles
guiding the expression of intelligence.
As a result, the ad-':ances made were
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concerned with solving "toy problems"
such as chess and checkers. Expert
systems came naturally after it was
realized that the power of intelligence
does not originate from any formal
searches of alternatives, but it
primarily rests with extensive
knowledge of the details. Thus, as
Feigenbaum pointed out, "the details
did not only matter; they made all the
difference". In subsequent years we
wittness a feverish research effort that
has culminated to systems exhibiting
intelligent behaviour. Thus, the main
premise
was
established:
"Understanding, problem solving,
learning and other expressions of
intelligence are crucially dependent
upon the extent of available
knowledge."
The ensuing proliferation of expert
systems has somehow obscured this
very simple premise, so that one sees
today a feverish activity to design and
develop expert system prototypes,
using very shallow knowledge. More
emphasis is placed on designing the
structure of potential expert systems,
than in accumulating knowledge. This
is a characteristic example of the
immaturity and unpreparedness of
chemical engineers to cope with a new
and "suddenly" born technology. It
further demonstrates several
misconceptions that need to be
corrected if expert systems are to
become a viable tool, and not an
abused legacy as the initial efforts in
artificial intelligence applications in
chemical engineering:
(1)

You cannot use expert systems
to solve a problem, which you
cannot solve in principle.

(2) The structure of an expert
system is crucial for efficient
reasoning, but its power lies
with the extent of the existing
knowledge.
(3) Hard quantitative knowledge
should not be abandoned in

favor of or substituted by
weaker qualitative knowledge
(one can see several such
examples in the area of fault
diagnosis).
(4) The computing environment is
of essence, not simply for
matters of convenience during
the stage of development, but
for the integrity and the power
of the resulting expert system.
These admonitions are becoming
visible more and more as one attempts
to develop a "working" expert system,
which is the only indication of success,
almost by definition. Anything sort of
that is for practicing purposes, and
represents a long effort in intelligent
homework.

The Structure ofExpert Systems.
Expert systems are not data bases and
they differ significantly from The
conventional programs. Unlike the
data bases, which posses only
declarative knowledge, the expert
systems incorporate, along with the
declarative knowledge, and procedural
knowledge, which determines how the
data should be used. This procedural
knowledge may come in the form of
logical rules and numerical
algorithms.
"A numerical algorithm, which
can solve part of a problem, should
not be abandoned in order to retain
the dubious purity of an expert
system, I.e. of a system which
handles
only
qualitative
information."

Nevertheless, the "novelty" of the
technology has taken most by surprise
and has found the large majority, even
of the early devotees in artificial
intelligence, unprepared for
meaningful
expert
systems
development. Therefore, what we
observe as a feverish research and
development activity in expert
systems is nothing else but a very
serious effort in self-education, and
that we will have to wait for the next
phase of developmemts to see usefull
and practical products for process
systems engineering purposes.
The existing prototypes of expert
systems are interesting examples, and
some of them have had significant
economic impact in areas other than
those related to chemical and
biochemical engineering. They have
provided certain "models", which later
efforts'are trying to imitate. As the
number of alternative prototype
systems is increasing, the selfeducation stage is shortened.
Therefore, we can look forward to an
explosion of expert systems
development, within the next five
years.

But, on the other hand an expert
system is a very different breed than
the conventional computer programs.
Unlike the latter, which integrate the
data and the procedures (logic of the
program) into an integral whole, the
expert systems clearly delineate their
separate constituent segments. Thus,
they are composed of the following
parts, which are individually
developed and tested:
(a) The data base, which
represents all the available
numerical data about various
aspects of the problem at hand,
e.g. tables with physical
properties
of
various
chemicals.
(b) The knowledge-base, which
includes all declarative
knowledge associated with the
various components of the
problem itself and could be of
quantitative (e.g. analytic
models) or qualitative nature
(e.g. models representing the
knowledge available about the
type,
mechanical
characteristics; materials of
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construction, location of pipes
for inflowing or outflowing
materials in a continuous
stirred
tank
reactor,
distillation column, etc.). Also,
the knowledge base includes
information about heuristics
(rules of thumb), conjectures,
hypotheses,etc. pertaining to
the logic used at various stages
of a problem's solution.
(c) The inference engine, which is
employed to reason using the
knowledge of the knowledgebase, by controlling the search
and by offering explanations of
the logic used.
In all of its three parts the design
proceeds in a highly segmented
fashion in order to enhance flexibility
during its utilization. Thus, the
knowledge-base is carefully grouped
together in small chunks with an
underlying common theme. For
example, a frame will compact
together the attributes of a piece of
equipment, or the control law of a PID
controller along with the declaration of
the measured and manipulated
variables and control parameters
associated with it. The design of
efficient knowledge-bases is by no
means trivial and requires experience
and knowledge of the particular
domain. Several different strategies
can be used to guide the inference with
forward chaining, backward chaining,
and blackboard architecture the most
common among them. There are
several expert system prototypes
which use ingenious hybrids of all the
above strategies. Which one is the best
depends largely on the knowledge that
one has about the specific problem, and
that brings out an other important
feature, often overlooked during the
design of an expert system:
"The knowledge-base should
contain any knowledge related to

the inference strategy that experts
use for their reasoning."
Thus, information about the problem
could lead to a hierarchy of forward
reasoning strategy, or the expert's
previous experience may indicate that
the assertion of certain intermediate
goals greatly simplifies the solution of
the problem. The latter would indicate
a mixture of forward and backward
chaining strategies. But, if knowledge
about the objects of a problem and of
the rules which logically connect the
knowledge is easy to access, knowledge
about the reasoning strategy is
extremely hard to extract from the
experts. This is the cause that several
expert systems are so Uheavy" to move

through their reasoning process and
establish meaningful inferences; they
use standardized reasoning strategies,
which may be a far cry from an
expert's actual reasoning strategy.
Nevertheless, current research work is
unveiling the future prototypes, which
will be using meta-reasoning
strategies, I.e. reasoning about the
reasoning process.
Issues in Expert Systems' Development
The above discussion should have
indicated that the design of a
"working" expert system cannot be
very easily l~canned" into specific
prototypes, and the only value that the
latter can offer is a paradigm of what
features mayor may not be
appropriate for the problem at hand.
But, what is the general framework for
expert systems development, and what
are the major stumbling blocks in the
realization of an ever increasing
number of ideas for expert systems?
F. Hayes-Roth, D.A. Waterman and
D.B. Lenat in their book "Building
Expert Systems" have identified five
stages in the development of an expert
system: (a) Identification of the
problem, (b) Conceptualization of the
expert system under design, (c)
Formalization of an expert system's

knowledge-base, (d) Implementation of
the data-structures and rules
embodying the knowledge, and (e)
Testing and validation or adaptation of
the rules and ofthe inference strategy.
We will not try to reproduce their
eloquent exposition here, but certain
points are worth emphasizing.
(1) The identification of the
problem is a highly iterative
procedure between the domain
expert and the engineering
whose task is to transfer the
knowledge into an expert
system.
(2) Also, the identification of the
problem (stage a) and the
conceptualization of the expert
system (stage b) are nested in
an iterative procedure, which
identifies missing components
of the problem as revealed by
the needs of the expert system
under conceptualization.
(3) During the formalization one
invokes
the
available
techniques for knowledgerepresentation, which to a
large extent are dictated by the
richness of the software
environment to be used in the
next stage of implementation
(stage d). Of course, one is free
to establish new and
innovative mechanisms,
beyond those supported by the
software environmnt in hand.
But, in this case the mechanics
of software development
dominate the effort and the
whole exercise becomes
counterproductive.
(4) The formalization is in itself
an iterative process and
certainly the most timeconsuming of the five.
(5) The implementation of the
formalized expert system
requires special skills on the
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nature and interpretation of
computer programming. For
example, at times one has to
select between an iterative or a
recursive procedure, with the
best choice dependent upon the
particulars of the problem,
which the designing enginner
should be in aposition to
quickly identify.
(6) The testing of an expert system
reveals; (a) the "richness" of
the knowledge base and (b) the
appropriateness of the
employed inference strategy.
It is the culmination of all
earlier assumptions pertaining
to the design of the knowledgebase, its representation, and
certainly of the available
insights on the inference
mechanisms that the expert
USes to reason about certain
things (quite obviously the
hardest knowledge to uncover
and harvest).
The major bottleneck in expert
systems development is the lack of
well educated engineers with an in
depth familiarity of the particular
domains (e.g. chemical engineers) and
a more-than-mechanical-skills
education in A.!. and computer
science. This may sound like a
modified version of a "renaissance"
person, but it is quite feasible during
the course of a graduate program.
Indeed, present estimates indicate that
a group of 30 to 50 people with
qualifications as the above will be
graduating within the next 3 years,
with more to come as more research
groups are gearing to exploit the new
technology in different areas of process
systems engineering. Practicing
engineers with extensive previous
computer-related experience in process
systems engineering is a large and
viable pool to tap for additional
manpower. The major point of
contention though is, whether they
have enough flexibilty to abandon the

"FORTRAN prototype of a rigid logical
flow diagram" and adapt to the
"unstructured" character of LISP
programming and expert systems.
This is not a trivial requirement
neither the difficulty to satisfy it
should be underestimated. It dictates
a drastic departure from established
programming patterns and possibly a
major overhaul of one's own attitudes
towards
the structure and
interpretation
of
computer
programming.

In terms of the mechanics for expert
systems' development, most of the
current efforts will depend heavily on
imitating existing prototypes, while
few are setting the scope for new
prototypes. This process possesses an
inherent acceleration and very soon it
will provide an explosive growth in the
numi:ler of expert systems under
development.
Current Trends
Present efforts on expert systems'
development within the areas of
interest to process systems engineers
are largely exploratory and selfeducational efforts on the scope,
mechanics of development, limitations
and utility of the new technology. The
classical prototype expert system
based on a long list of rules extracted
from an expert, is giving its place to
more sophisticated paradigms, which
tap additional sources of knowledge
such as:
• Fundamental or semiempirical scientific knowledge.
• Extensive tables
parametric values.

with

• Very large compilations of
experimantal data.
• Graphs
correlations.

and

empirical

• Widely dispersed bits of
published information.

Typical examples, demonstrating the
above tendencies, are expert systems
currently under development in the
following areas:
• Screening of alternative
processing technologies (chemical,
or biochemical).
• Design of molecules with
desired
physico-chemical
attributes (e.g. thermo-physical
properties, solvents for extractive
separations, solvents to enhance
reaction rates, polymers with
desired mechanical and other
properties, catalysts for given
reactions, etc.)
• "Learning" systems for the
identification of fundamental
patterns in large and diversified
banks ofphysical properties.
• Design of molecular genetics
experiments.
An other significant feature of many
systems under development is the
realization that an expert system
should not aim at providing an "Expert
Solver", but instead should be satisfied
to provide an "Expert Assistant" or an
"Expert Consultant". This feature
indicates a certain degree of maturity
and an implicit recognition of the
limitations imposed by the present
state- of-the-art in artificial
intelligence, as well the economics of
an expert system's development cost.
Typical examples of this attitude are
the following expert systems under
development:
• Assistan ts
development.

in

process

• Consultants for process
conceptualization and preliminary
designs.
• Ad visors on the design of
control systems for single
processing units, or complete
chemical plants (articulating the
control
design, problems,
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synthesizing preliminary control
strategies, designing the P & I
diagrams, etc.)
• Consultants on the synthesis of
separation sequences, or the
design of energy management
systems.
• Consultants on the design of
operating procedures for start-up,
process optimization, and safety
fall back.
• Advisors on the development
and design of mammalian ce Il
bioreactors.
• On-line advisors to the process
operators about the current
operating state of a process, its
possible faults and anticipated
consequences, and recommended
fall back operations.
But, the most immediate gains are
being harvested by the so called
"Expert Apprentices", I.e. systems
which encapsulate the knowledge used
in repetitious activities, and which
knowledge is threatened by the
departure of long-time experts. These
are of course the most rudimentary of
the expert systems, but at the same
time excellent grounds for learning
with direct and easily evaluated
benefits. Typical examples can be
found in many areas of the chemical
engineering practice, and include the
following:
•

Maintenance procedures.

•

Plant layout.

• Mechanical design of operating
units.
•

Instrumentation specs.

•

Preparation of specs for bids.

The above characteristics are no t
covering all current trends, but the
identify the most promissing, both in
terms of immediate gains (expert
apprentices), as well as in terms of
long-term high aided-value potential

(expert advisors, consultants, learning
systems). Independently of the
particulars, one can easily recognize
that the main thrust of the expert
systems and of the associated
"knowledge engineering" an
unfortunate characterization), could
be summarized by the following
observations, stated by Randal Davis
of MIT:
Knowledge Is

And the KnowledgeEngineering's
Response Is

Perishable

To Preserve it

Scarce

To clone itDifficult to
To make it active
To make it

apply
Difficult to distribute

transportable
Difficult to accumulate

To create an
environment that
encourages growth

Vague
Inconsistent
Dispersed

To make it precise
To systematize it

To centralize it

The Computing Environment
The development of an expert system,
beyond the trivial ones, can be very
easily bogged down by the
"inefficiency" of the computing
environment. Furthermore, the
flexibility of the resulting system and
its intended utilization may suffer
significantly by a restrictive
computing development system. One
can only look at the available expert
system shells for personal computers,
to realize the toy-like software
facilities pretending to allow
development of expert systems.
Indeed, one could develop an expert
system using the above packages, but
it would be a simple parathesis of rules
operating in a single-context, or in a
trivial forward chaining multiple
context.
Furthermore, the design of an expert
system is not like the a priori drawing
of a logical flow diagram like the ones
we have nourished while writing

programs in FORTRAN. It is highly
interactive effort, with many
iterations during the development
stage. As such it requires a friendly
and
responsive
computing
environment, where the emphasis is
on the available facilities rather than
speed. Thus, a menu of alternative
data representations, inference
strategies,
interactive
and
multitasking windows, object-oriented
programming with extensions to
graphic objects are not just a
convenience, but could very well
constitute the essence for the
successful development of an expert
system.
On the other hand, the delivery of an
expert system for practical utilization
requires speedy response and multiuser computer environments. With the
presently available hardware and
software environments one is often
perplexed as to what is the best
computer configuration for expert
system development and delivery. As
a general observation one can easily
state that:
"There
is
no
computer
environment which can presently
satisfy all requirements for easy
and flexible development of expert
systems and fast and multiuser
delivery of expert systems, for
process engineering oriented
applications. "
Finally, the advances made in the area
of computing for artificial intelligence
applications have started having a
significant spill-over effect on several
other areas, such as the computeraided process systems engineering. It
is generally not very well known that
symbolic
processing
LISP
environments, designed for artificial
intelligence system development, have
capabilities that make them extremely
attractive for non-A.!. related software
development. In a subsequent
paragraphs we will discuss some of the
basic features that ·make these new
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computing environments the perfect
settings for the development of process
systems engineering related software
tools.

Software Tools
For the development of expert systems
the following classes of software tools
are available, with various efficiencies
and costs associated with them.
(a) General purpose languages
like LISP. Although the present
LISP computers are using ZETA LISP
(Symbolics, TI EXPLORER) or
INTERLISP (Xerox), the emerging
industry standard is COMMON LISP.
Several manufacturers have
already committed themselves to
converting their machineenvironments to COMMON LISP.
(b) Special purpose languages like
PROLOG, OPS, KRL, Smalltalk
(c) Tools for the development of
decision tables like, RULE·MASTER,
K-BASE,EXPERT-EASE, etc.
(d) Tools for constructing expert
system prototypes like, M.l, TI
PERSONAL CONSULTANT, etc.
(e) Integrated
software
environments like, ART, KEE, KES,
LOOPS, S.I, SRL, etc.
The integrated software environments
provide the "master carpenter's tool
kit". They make the development of
an expert system very easy, almost
transparent, for a number of
applications.
Their
most
distinguishing features are the
following (note; not all of them offer
the complete set of the following
facilities):
•

A variety of modes for
knowledge representation,
including; simple rules,
frames, and networks.

41

Efficient types of dat.amanagement
facilities,
providing rapid searches and
truth maintenance tables.

•

A number of alternative
inference strategies with
explicit reasoning and
explanation capabilities. The
inference could be any hybrid
of the following facilities;
forward-, backward-chaining,
pattern matching, and
blackboard architecture.

•

•

•

Quite sophisticated graphic
interfaces, includind; windows,
menus and command facilities,
object-oriented programming,
zooming and scrolling, etc.
They support external
programs in other languages
like, FORTRAN, PASCAL, C, etc.
They permit delivery of expert
system applications on nonLISP computers like; VAX,
micro-VAX, IBM PC AT, IBM PC
compatibles, APPLE Macintosh,
etc.

•

Easy construction of complex
and
large knowledgerepresentation structures.

41

Initial formulations and
simple adaptations of iIIstructured problems.

..

Rather transparent acquisition
of knowledge.

..

Simple interactive information
on the propagation of the
inference
logic
and
explanations on the employed
reasoning.

•

tfData-driven" programming,
an indispensable tool for
computer-aided
process
engineering.

..

Graphic interaction for realworld
"object-oriented
programming"; an other major
component of the evolving
computer-aided engineering
environment.

..

Rapid prototyping and testing
of expert and learning systems.

are single-user machines and ideal for
the development of expert systems
because they provide;
•

Uniform software environment
written in LISP, which permits
easy interactive program
debugging,editing,
recompiling, running a
program, opening and closing
windows for multiple tasks,
inspecting the execution of
LISP primitives, etc. without
leaving the computing
environment.

•

Flexible software support by
integrated systems like ART,
KEE, and others.

•

High-speed execution of LISP.
The addition of floating-point
accelerators has enhanced
tremendously their ability to
run efficiently numerical
computations in FORTRAN, so
that today could be surpassed
only by the likes of Cray,
Cyber, and highly optimized
FORTRAN compilers available
on machines like VAX and SUN.

It should be noted that, although most

Hardware Tools

•

of the advanced integrated software
packages were initially designed for
LISP computers, current trends,
capitalizing on the wide-spread
acceptability of COMMON LISP as the
industry standard, are creating full
software development environments
for non-LISP computers like the SUN,
VAX, IBM RT, and other workstations.

These should be classified into two
categories; (i) the computer systems
for the development of expert systems
and (ii) the computer systems for the
delivery of expert systems. (i)ln the
first category we can easily identify
the following machines:

High resolution bit-mapped
displays with multitasking
windows
and
graphic
interfaces.

•

Large memory for efficient
paging, supported by garbage
collection facilities, which
retain the relevance of the RAM
resident information.

The integration of the programming
facilities described above, creates a
very attractive environment for the
development of expert systems, and as
we will see later on, a tremendous tool
for general purpose computer-aided
process engineering. Here is a list of
the main benefits, which could be
harvested by an intelligent use of the
integrated software environments:

• LMI Lambda (LISP Machine
Inc.)
• SYMBOLICS 3640, 3670
(Symbolics Inc.)
•
Xerox 1108, 1132
(Xerox
Corporation)
• TI EXPLORER
(Texas
Instruments Inc.)
These are specially designed
computers to provide an efficient
environment for processing LISP. They
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In addition to the LISP machines, nonLISP computers like, VAX, micro-VAX,
SUN, personal computers, etc. come
equipped with various dialects of LISP,
or recently with various versions of the
COMMON LISP. They also possess
extensive software support for the
development of LISP programs like
interpreters, editors, debuggers, while
they provide many of the nice facilities
such as, bit-mapped displays, windows,

etc. Despite the availability of all these
features, development of expert
systems on non-LISP machines could
become a rather tedious adventure,
and possibly a frustrating one for large
and complex expert systems. The
availability on non-LISP machines of
highly sophisticated integrated
software environments, such as those
discussed above, for the development
of expert systems, certainly makes
such computers very attractive
alternatives, because of their lower
cost. (Ii)For the delivery of expert
system applications, one could use;
41

LISP computers, which in this
case could function in a
multiuser environment,

41

non-LISP machines, which
could be used either alone (in a
multi-user mode), or as hosts
(for LISP machine developed
applications) networked with
personal computers.

The"Art" ofComputer Programming
The continuing saga of FORTRAN
programming has had a tremendous
impact on how computer-aided
engineering is performed in our days.
Significant problems have been solved
through the intelligent construction of
large and complex computer programs,
of which the large scale simulators for
industrial usage are excellent
examples. Nevertheless, it has also
created a ltculture", which imposes
rigid barriers for the development of
new and more flexible software tools,
that will take the process engineers
into the creative domain of
HdiscQvering" new solutions to the
design-oriented problems. The most
emphatic manifestation of the
FORTRAN programming's shortcomings
is the slow and painful process of
developing integrated software
packages, which will be able to capture
all the forms of available knowledge
and t'synthesize"; preliminary process

flowsheets, control configurations for

complete chemical plants, operating
strategies for chemical plants, etc.
Furthermore, we are still far from any
working system which would allow the
expert designer to interact with a
computer program and be able to "ask"
the program questions, test design
hypotheses, and evaluate the
significance of his/hers own design
assumptions and conjectures. Several
prototype efforts along these directions
are very restrictive and they can only
encapsulate the questions and
assumptions that the builders of the
program have included.
We are all too familiar with the first
principle of FORTRAN programming;
develop the logical flow diagram. But,
as soon we have done that, we have
locked ourselves into a specific
problem-formulation and problemsolution, and we need to rewrite the
whole program or parts of it in order to
tackle modified versions of the original
problem.
Such philosophy is
counteractive when it comes to designoriented problems because; the design
of process flowsheets, control
configurations, operating strategies,
etc. involves a loosely defined
interaction between the designer and
the current context of the state of the
design. Thus, depending on the impact
of conversion yields on the overall
process economics, the designer may
decide to follow different paths in the
subsequent design stages pertaining to
the configuration of the reactors, the
sequencing of distillation columns, etc.
Furthermore, a preliminary analysis
of the effect that various operating
variables have on the economics of
process operation will determine the
next stage during the design of the
control configuration for a chemical
plant. Of course, one could try to
capture all possible scenaria for all
possible types of chemical plants and
encode them into a FORTRAN program,
but this alternative is almost by
definition impossible. Even more, it
would not attract the designer's
respect because it lacks facilities to
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"explain" the rationale of the decision
making process, or even worst does not
allow the designer's own knowledge,
heuristics, and past experience to be
used effectively for the simple reason
that have not been anticipated by the
program and have not been included in
it.
To summarize the above discussion
one could observe that:
"The work in process engineering
is composed of two primary
activities:
(i) The first one is trying to form a
theory by asking what is going on
here. To do that large amounts of
quantitative
(numerical,
mathematical models, graphs,
tables, etc.), or/and qualitative
(characteristics of the systems,
previous experience with similar
ones, rules, heuristics)
diversified data are been called
and utilized in a very contextual
manner.

(Ii) The second one defines what
one is going to do about it, and
normally involves grinding large
amounts
of
numerical
computations, or long sequences of
logical inferences.
To achieve both with some acceptable
efficiency one needs to modify the
computing environment and adopt
different practices in computing.
The recent developments in expert
systems and the corrolary results have
shaped a completely different
computing environment that can
eliminate most of the present
limitations in harvesting the fruits of
the existing theories and strategies in;
(a) screening alternative technologies,
(b) conceptually designing preliminary
process flowsheets, (c) engineering the
complete process f1owsheets, (d)
putting
together
control
configurations for complete chemical

plants, (e) synthesizing operating
strategies for plant start-up, shutdown, change-over, safe fall back,
operational optimization, etc. Let us
examine what are the fundamental
features of this computing
environment, and how the lend
themselves to efficient practices of the
art of programming.
(I) A uniform environment of software

development and testing: During
the development of a large and
complex computer program, one
would like to have the capability of
coding, debugging, editing,
compiling and running in a smooth
a uniform environment without
the nuisance of exiting the main
program and calling all the service
routines to accomplish the various
tasks,
described
above.
Furthermore, the bypassing of
tasks such as linking the newly
compiled versions is very
desirable. All such conveniences
allow the designer to concentrate
on the creative part of hislher
work, rather than dealing with the
explicit mechanical actions of
running
the
computer
environment.
But, such
convenience also implies the
existence of a computing
environment with a unified coding
of all service routines, such as that
offered by the LISP machines,
which have everything written in
LISP itself. Thus, within the LISP
environment one can debug, edit,
compile and run the evolving
software design package, without
ever leaving the development
environment. Such conditions for
software deve lopmen tare
essential for design-oriented
problems, because quite often the
desired modifications are revealed
during the running of the program,
and they do not involve just minor
editing changes, but fundamental
reconstruction of the program's

database orland logical inference
strategy.

(2) Modular and Incremental Program
Development: Large and complex
design packages can only be
developed in distinct modules. The
extent of modularity depends on
the purpose of the package itself
and the expected breadth and
depth of the application domain.
LISP offers
an
extensive
modularity, all the way to the
statement of simple procedures.
Its essential "unstructured"
character and lack of any involved
syntactic rules, make it an ideal
vehicle for the efficien t
construction of modular segments.
The syntactic simplicity of LISP
translates this modularity into an
efficient incremental process of
program development. Finally,
modularity and incremental
program development lead to easy
constructs of new" languages,
which can be taylor-made for
specific needs, such as providing
an intelligent interface (probably
with elements of natural
language) between the designer
and the computer.
tt

(3) Object-Oriented Programming:
This is the most important
component of the new breed of
software tools for design purposes.
It has been a natural outgrowth of
the research work in artificial
intelligence, but its impact is now
being felt by many more
applications, than just expert
systems. Initially implemented by
Xerox in
the
Small talk
environment, the object-oriented
programming is based on the
concept of flavors supported by
certain Lisp implemententations,
such as the ZETALISP. Objects,
which could represent items in the
real world, such as unit operations
(reactors, distillation columns,
heat exchangers, etc.), encompass
numerical parameters, qualitative
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attributes, and operations that can
be performed on these data. A
flavor is an abstract object that
characterizes an entire class of
similar objects, and provides
instantiations of the specific object
that is used to represent. Some of
the more advanced software
environments offer a large
selection of predefined flavors,
ranging
from
windowing
operations on the computer
monitor to specific hardware
components used for circuitry
designs, heating systems,
molecular structures, etc.
(4) Transparent Graphic Interfaces:

The use of flavors has
revolutionized the way that
graphic interfaces could be used to
expedite the development of
efficient design software. In our
laboratory we are developing a
graphic interface which uses
explicitly the concept of flavors to
allow a transparent construction of
a large bank of "unit operation
icons", with all the desired
quantitative and qualitative
attributes associated with each one
of them. The pictorial flavor of a
particular unit operation is to be
automatically associated with the
flavor describing the quantitative
and qualitative attributes of the
particular unit operation.
Furthermore, the graphical
connection of two icon-flavors is
automatically translated to a
logical connection of two flavors
describing the data representation
of the corresponding unit
operations. Such facility will allow
us to carry out graphically
synthetic activities such as:
(a) Putting together, graphically,
process flowsheets using the
mouse, without worrying about the
mechanical actions of establishing
at the same time a logical and
computational connection among
the relevant unit operations.

Evaluation of the resulting process
flowsheets will be easily attained,
by passing messages among the
flavors ofthe unit operations.
(b) Graphically synthesizing
control structures for complete
chemical plants, using flavors for
the description of unit operations
and control loops.
(c) Developing graphically the
routes of alternative operating
procedures.

(5) Allow the Designer to Intervene in
the Design Procedure, at RunTime: lf the next generation of
software tools is to be accepted by
the process systems engineers,
they should allow the engineers to
intervene and modify the logic and
streamline the execution of a
design program. This is quite
different than the interactive mode
that has been in effect for some
time by now. lntervention of the
engineer in the present context, is
meant as the ability to change
assumptions,
hypotheses,
formulate conjectures and ask
questions which are very pertinent
to the understanding of the design
problem. We are not as yet close to
having such facility, but the use of
object-oriented programming
within the framework of a LISP
environment make feasible, in
principle.
The above thoughts constitute just a
sample of the current thinking in
developing new environments for
computer-aided process engineering.
Many signs from different quarters,
both industrial and academic, indicate
that there exist a serious re-evaluation
of our software development
attitutdes. But, one could sit back and
question whether the "culture of the
personal computers" is advancing our

capabilities in computer-aided
engineering or mis-directs them, as
the opinion of the present author is.

Artificial intelligence and the LISP
computers have indicated the future
trends. The proliferation of computers
with full LISP environments, at
significantly reduced costs, will
certainly allow a tremendous growth
in software engineer- ing for computeraided process development, design,
control, and operations. In the
meanwhile we need continuous
familiarization and intense reeducation of our attitudes towards the
new developments in computer
science.

Copyright © by George Stephanopoulos
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Artificial Intelligence in
Chemical Engineering: An
Introduction
Aydin Sunol, University of South
Florida
With the advent of the computer came
the dream of machines that would
someday be capable of thought and
intelligent behavior comparable to
that of humans. While that dream has
gone unrealized to this date, the
computer has become nonetheless a
valuable tool because ofits high-speed
computational capability. It has
provided the engineer with the ability
to deal with problems of greater
complexity than what was ever
realizable with the sliderule.
While engineers have taken
advantage of this leap in
computational ability brought by
computers, their focus has been
primarily on immediate and narrow
domain applications. There is little to
no consideration given to interfacing
or exchange of information between
application programs and/or data
bases. Hence, when a problem of
larger scope arises the so lu tion
requires more than minimal effort. In
addition, there has been an entire class
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of problems that are traditionally
solved with heuristics [11, or rules of
thumb, which have resisted computer
implementation. Thus, in order to
interface process engineering with the
computer environment, and meet the
challenge of encoding chemical process
knowledge in a form that is suitable
for decision-making, artificialintelligence-based
system
implementation should be considered.
From artificial intelligence research
has come knowledge-based systems
[2], which are based upon IF-THEN
constructs that are known as
productions [3]. The IF-THEN construct
resembles the form taken by
heuristics, thus providing an easy
implementation of them, and also
provides a means for
the
implementation of rules that may be
used to implement supervisory-level
control over application programs.
Basically, a knowledge-based system
is composed of three components, (1)
inference engine, (2) knowledge base,
and (3) global data base. The inference
engine provides the control structure
to be applied to the knowledge base.
Such control mechanisms include
forward and backward chaining, the
latter being most commonly used.
The knowledge base contains the
factual knowledge required to
manipulate and infer conclusions from
the data. This knowledge base
information is composed of the premise
and action groups required for the IFTHEN construct. Premise and action
parts are composed of clauses that are
evaluated to a true or false value and
then combined by logical operators.
The global data base in concept
provides information that is used by
the system to infer conclusions. This
may be as simple as requesting data
from a data base, from a user, or
calling upon some application program

to transform data to some other
required form.

estimated savings of $10,000,000 per
year [7]

Often there is uncertainty associated
with data and knowledge used by the
knowledge-based system. To account
for this uncertainty, a certainty factor
(CF) is associated with the data and
rules used by the system. These
certainty factors are combined in
various ways to provide an estimate of
the certainty of the conclusion of the
system. Generally the methods used
for the combination have been based
on probability theory, Bayesian
theory, and fuzzy logic [4,5]. There has
been much debate as to which method
provides the desired results [6], with
little agreement on the subject.

WAVE-Performs analysis of seismic
data [7]

The key contribution of knowledgebased systems is the segregation of the
control mechanisms from the factual
knowledge. This permits modular
development and easy changes to the
knowledge facts without any
alterations to the code.
In practice the most successful
implementations of knowledge-based
systems have been limited to narrow
problem domains. If the construct is
limited to IF-THEN type knowledge
manipulations, the knowledge base
systems are referred to as expert
systems. Today, approximately 90
percent of the knowledge base systems
belong to the expert system category.
A few examples of such systems
include:
Macsyma-a symbolic math system
(from MIT Artificial Intelligence lab)
Mycin-Diagnosis rare blood diseases
[7]

Dendral-Infers molecular structure
from physical and chemical data
RI-Configures Digital Equipment
Corporation's VAX computers, at an

More specifically related to the
chemical process industry, Lisp
Machines Inc. commercially offers a
real-time development tool for process
control.
Last year, 1985, has seen the first
publications of knowledge-based
systems being developed in chemical
engineering. The first system,
CONPHYDE[8j, is based upon 37 rules
and provides an aid for the selection of
an equation of state. Another work [9]
involves the integration of knowledgebased techniques with more
traditional techniques toward the goal
of total flowsheet synthesis.
It would not be surprising to see, in the
near future, a flood of other
applications of artificial intelligence in
chemical engineering. To focus on
some of these possible applications, the
following areas can be enumerated:
1.

Stand-alone expert systems for:
a. Troubleshooting and alarm
systems
b. Process design support (e.g.,
solvent selection, catalyst
selection, equipment selection)
c. Front end of a sophisticated
program such as ASPEN
d. Analysis of end results and
decision making in multi-objective
uncertain environment (e.g.,
interpretation of statistics)
e.

Process control

f.

Process synthesis

2. Symbolic computation for:
a. Model simplification
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b. Analytic gradients for
optimization and sensitivity
analysis
c. Tests for algorithms switches
and stability analysis
d. Local approximate model
developments that have similar
information (e.g., some gradients)
as the rigorous model
e.

Analytic model development

3. Super structures that incorporate
AI techniques, data base
management systems, upcoming
hardware technology (e.g., parallel
computing), and traditional
software (e.g., FORTRAN).
At the University of South Florida, we
have been working on artificial
intelligence applications in chemical
engineering for the past two years. We
have conducted several experiments
on the use of symbolic computation in
process flow sheet simulation and
optimization, knowledge-based
supervisory systems for model
generation and execution control
interface structure between vo~
Neumann-type languages (e.g.,
FORTRAN), and artificial intelligence
languages (e.g., LISP). Presently, we
are involved with a rather ambitious
project in the development of a
knowledge-based system aid for
selection and synthesis of separation
technologies.
A multi-level
hierarchical structure for decision
making, learning through automated
simulation experiments as well as
from experts, adaptive certainty
factors, multi-objective system
performance criteria, a portfolio of
pattern recognition techniques, and a
large number of separation
technologies are some of the features of
the system.
The supervisory
blackboard-type knowledge-based
system needs to interact with symbolic
model generators, data banks and
auxiliary expert systems (e.g., s~lvent
selection). We hope to present our

p ..

findings in the near future, possibly at
the Miami meeting.
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Glossary (Adapted from [7])
Back-chaining: A control procedure that
attempts to achieve goals recursively, first by
enumerating antecedents that would be
sufficient for goal attain~ent, and second, by
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Certainty: A measure of the confidence placed by
a user or expert system in the validity of a
proposition, hypothesis, or inferential rule.
Expert System: A computer system that achieves
high levels of performance in task areas that, for
human beings, require years ofspecial education
and training.

Knowledge Base: The repository of knowledge in
a computer system.
Knowledge Engineering: The discipline that
addresses the task of building expert systems;
the tools and methods that support the
development ofan expert system.
LISP: The

principal programming language of Al,
which provides an elegant, recursive, untyped,
and applicative framework for symbolic
computing; actually, a family ofvariables.
Rule: A pair, composed of an antecedent
condition and a consequent proposition, which
can support deductive processes such as back·
chaining and forward-chaining.

San Juan Conference a
Success

by L.T. Fan and Chetan Mehta
(speaker), Kansas State University

David A. Jones, Simulation Sciences
Inc.

We hope our CAST Division members
will continue to participate in similar
joint ventures in the future.

Congratulations are in order to all
those dedicated people involved in
making the XI Interamerican
Congress of Chemical Engineering a
success.
Sponsored by the
Interamerican Confederation of
Chemical Engineering, this week-long
conference was held in San Juan,
Puerto Rico, December 1-5, 1985. The
CAST Division is grateful to Dr. Julio
Ortiz-Torres, President, Technical
Committee, for inviting AIChE to
participate.

Again, many thanks to Ed Rosen, who
after all of his dedication and time in
making this event successful, could not
be present in San Juan to enjoy the
rewards.

Conference on Foundations
of Computer Aided Process
Operations (FOCAPO)
by G. V. Reklaitis, Purdue University

We are especially thankful to Dr.
Edward M. Rosen, Symposium
Chairman and 1985 CAST Division
Chairman, for organizing the session
on Computer Applications. A great
deal of effort was undertaken by Ed to
plan and coordinate the activities
surrounding the presentation of
papers. Below is a list of the authors
and their respective papers.
"Chemical Process Cost Optimization
by a Thermodynamically Constrained
Quasi-Newton Formula," by Ashwani
Kumar and Angelo Lucia (speaker),
Clarkson University
"Non-Linear Feedforward Control," by
Houshjarnejad Reza, California State
University at Long Beach
"Design of Azeotropic Distillations
with Four or More Components," by
Sanford Levy (speaker) and Michael F.
Doherty, University of Massachusetts
"Practical Computer Applications for
Optimizing Heat
Exchanger
Performance," by David A. Jones
(speaker) and Bruce E. Tilton,
Simulation Sciences Inc.
"Knowledge Engineering Approach to
Computer-Aided Process Synthesis,"

The Computer and Systems
Technology Division of AIChE and the
nonprofit CACHE (Computer Aids for
Chemical Engineering Education)
Corporation are planning to convene a
specialist conference on the subject of
process operations. The conference
will be focused on state-of-the-art
research issues and needs and thus
will exclude tutorial materials more
appropriate for a short course. The
meeting will be held in July of 1987 in
Park City, Utah and will be of one
week duration. The meeting format
will follow that ofthe highly successful
FOCAPD (Design) and CPC (Chemical
Process Control) conferences jointly
sponsored by the two organizations.
The conference will feature morning
and evening technical sessions
involving few but very select speakers,
with extended periods for discussion by
the participants (see Table 1).
Conference proceedings will be
published in hardcover form and the
proceedings will include transcriptions
of key items of the discussions as well
as summaries by the session chairmen.
The
Conference
Organizing
Committee consists of the following
academic and industrial members:
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Rufus A. Baxley (Union Carbide)
Ignacio Grossmann (CarnegieMellon University)
John C. Hale (DuPont)
Richard S. H. Mah (Northwestern
University)
F. A. Tony Perris (Air Products
Ltd., UK)
Gary Powers (Carnegie-Mellon
University)
Norman E. Rawson (IBM)
David W. T. Rippin (ETH, Zurich)
G. V. Rex Reklaitis (Purdue)
H. Dennis Spriggs (Linnhoff
March)
George Stephanopoulos (MIT)
The conference co-chairs will be
Reklaitis and Spriggs. The session
topics and chairmen are given in Table
2.
Motivation for the Conference
It is now generally recognized that
relatively few grass-roots chemical
plants of world-class scale are likely to
be designed and built in the U.S.A. and
Europe in the next decade. The
attention of the processing industry is
instead being focused on the operation,
improvement, and modification of
existing plants, many of them of older
design and of a multiproduct and/or
batch nature.

The stimuli for the heightened
concerns with operational issues are
numerous and include:
1.
Heightened
international
competition for traditional markets
resulting in increased emphasis on
product cost and quality.

2. The availability of low cost
computer technology, communications
networks,
and
electronic
instrumentation.
3. Rapid progress in new
methodologies such as expert systems,

robotics, database techniques, and
sophisticated man-machine interfaces.
4. The well-publicized efforts towards
automatation and computerized
planning and operation of the
discrete-parts manufacture.
5. Recent international focus on safe
operation of manufacturing facilities,
especially those handling or processing
hazardous materials.
However, in spite of the rIswg
prominence of plant operations as a
subject for discussion and
management concern, computer-aided
plant operations has not yet been
given focused attention by the
chemical engineering research
community, either in industry or in
academia. To be sure, workers in the
process control and process design
areas do, on occasion, address
operations issues, but typically only in
a fragmentary fashion. What is more,
the academic training of chemical
engineering continues to emphasize
design at the almost total exclusion of
operations. It is the purpose of this
conference to redress this situation by
providing a forum for in-depth review
of the problems and needs in this new
area of chemical engineering research
and application. We believe this
conference will both stimulate
research activity and encourage the
introduction of operations issues in
ChE academic programs.
The interrelated topics which form the
overall area of computer-aided plant
operations and which must be
considered in any study of the subject
are many. They include the following:
Process information gathering
methodology and systems
Quality monitoring and control
Failure identification and recovery
techniques
Process safety and hazard analysis
Reliability analysis
Planning and scheduling of

routine maintenance
Maintenance
of
complex
technology
Scheduling of operations and
resources
Inventory planning and in-process
storage allocation
Plant retrofitting
Integration of scheduling and
control functions
Movement of functions from offline to on-line
On-line optimization
Design of systems for operators
rather than researchers

Because of the very broad range of
issues which must be considered and
methodologies which are relevant and
applicable, we have chosen a matrix
approach to the selection of conference
topics. Thus, in the plan for this
conference, we have focused both on
the key problem areas that are central
to plant operations, and on the special
uses which can be made in plant
operations of generic methodologies,
whose applicability extends beyond
operations. Thus, the session plan is
divided into two principal parts: the
first four sessions focus on problem
areas (process data acquisition, safety,
operations planning, and maintenance
planning) while the last four sessions
address the specialized application of
generic
tools
(simulation,
optimization, computer technology,
and expert systems) to operations. The
topic divisions are summarized in
Table 3.
The area of operations is particularly
in need of strong collaboration
between industry and the universities.
The subject needs the insights,
problem perceptions, and priorities
derived from industrial practice to be
married to the analytic tools and
interdisciplinary talents that can be
brought to bear in the university
environment to achieve rapid and
meaningful progress. To enhance
university/industry interaction, the
conference plan does project a nearly
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equal balance between industrial and
academic researchers in the
composition of the organizing
committee, session chairs, session
speakers, and attendees.
Table 1. Model Session Format (time
in minutes)
(15)
(45)
(45)
(20)
(15)
(60)
(10)

Introduction/Overview
(Session chairman)
Speaker #1
Speaker #2
Break
Commentator
Discussion
Summary of Issues
(Session chairman)

Table 2. Proposed Topics and Session
Chairman,
Foundations
of
ComputerAided Process Operations
Sun eve Reception and Opening
(Speaker), SpriggslReklaitis
Mon AM Process Data Acquisition
and Interfaces, John Hale (DuPont)
Mon PM Process Safety, Gary
Powers (Carnegie-Mellon)
Tues AM Operations Planning,
David Rippin (ETH, Switzerland)
Tues PM Maintenance Planning,
Tony Perris (Air Products, UK)
Wed AM Process Simulation,
Rufus Baxley (Union Carbide)
Wed PM Process Optimization,
Ignacio Grossman (Carnegie-Mellon)
ThursAM Plant Networks and
Databases, Norm Rawson (IBM)
ThursPM Banquet
Spriggs/Reklaitis

(Speaker),

Fri AM Expert Systems in
Operations, George Stephanopoulos
(MIT)

Table 3. Scope of Selected Topical
Sessions
Process Data Acquisition and
Interfaces:
Interfaces to processes and
laboratories
Interfaces to people and operations
Data
reconciliation
and
rectification

Data management systems
Distributed
computer
architectures
Information networks
Expert Systems in Plant Operations
Fault detection
Expert control
Generation
of
operating
procedures
(emphasis on on-line procedures)

Operations Planning
Inventory management, materials
requirements planning
Production
scheduling
methodology
Operation procedures: start-up,
shut-down
Maintenance Planning
Maintenance information systems
Crew scheduling
Supplies and spares inventory
management
CAD aspects of maintenance
Process Simulation
Role of steady-state simulation:
on-line models, off-line models, USe
of flowsheeting systems
Role of unsteady-state simulation:
plant scale dynamics and
control; training simulators; startup/shut-down
Process Optimization
Structural optimization: plant
retrofitting and modernization;
highly constrained process
synthesis
Parameter optimization; multilevel plant optimization; energy
management; on-line optimization

The following items summarize
information in the hands of the Editor
by April 23, 1986. Please send CAST
Division session information, meeting
and short course announcements to me
by September 1, 1986, in time for
inclusion in the fall CAST
Communications.
Peter R Rony,
Editor, CAST Communications

Process Safety
Safety and hazard analysis
Availability/reliability analysis
(emphasis on off-line procedures)

Meetings and Conferences

Call for Papers
Sessions on Plant Retrofitting and
Optimization
Division, Area lOa
Houston AIChE Meeting
March 29-April2, 1987

CAST

Submit 150-word abstracts by April
15, 1986 (or as soon as possible after
you receive this issue of CAST
Communication) to:
A.L. (Pete) Parker
Shell Oil Company
P.O. Box 10
Norco, LA 70079
Tel (504) 441-7459
With the recent decline in energy
prices and the volatility of the
petrochemical marketplace, the
emphasis on retrofit projects has
moved away from energy conservation
to feed and product slate flexiblity,
product yield improvements, and
operability. Two technical sessions are
being organized for the Spring 1986
Houston AIChE meeting to explore
retrofit projects and how they are
changing
as
our
economic
environment changes. Papers are
invited which report recent experience
with retrofit projects or which present
fundamental principles used in
executing such projects.

Plant Networks and Databases

NEW ORLEANS AIChE MEETING
(Apri16-10, 1986)
(For the record only. We apologise for
the lateness ofthis Issue.)
Area lOa Sessions
Session 50, Monday, April 7
Simulation
in
Chemical
Engineering I. Mark A. Kramer
(Chairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139,
(617) 253-6508. Herb 1. Britt (CoChairman), Aspen Technology Inc.,
251 Vassar Street, Cambridge, MA
02139, (617) 497-9010.
Session 51, Tuesday, April 8
Simulation
in
Che mical
Engineering II. Herb 1. Britt
(Chairman), and Mark A. Kramer (CoChairman).
Session 52, Tuesday, April 8,
Industrial Experience with Large
Simulators. Daniel R. Schneider (CoChairman), Corporate Engineering
Department, Monsanto Company
CS7L, Corporate Engineering
Department, 800 No. Lindbergh Blvd.,
St. Louis, MO 63167, (314) 694-6043.
Edward M. Rosen, Corporate
Engineering Department, Monsanto
Company
CS7L,
Corporate
Engineering Department, 800 No.
Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63167,
(314) 694-6412.
Joint Area lOa and 10c Sessions
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Session 38, April 7, The Impact of
Microcomputers on Industry and
Universities I. Norman Rawson
(Chairman), IBM Corporation, 6901
Rockledge Drive, Bethesda, MD 20817,
(30l) 564-5959. Brice Carnahan (Cochairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, M[ 48109.
Session 39, April 8, The Impact of
Microcomputers on Industry and
Universities II. Brice Carnahan
(Chairman), and Norman Rawson (Cochairman).
Area lOc Sessions
Session 40, April 8, Computer
Support of Plant Operations I. John
Hale (Chairman), E.I. DuPont de
Nemours & Co., Engineering
Department, Louviers Building 3, 56,
Wilmington, DE 19898, (302) 3663041, [ren Suhami (Co-Chairman),
Exxon Corporation, P.O. Box 153,
Florham Park, NJ 07932.
Session 41, April 8, Computer
Support of Plant Operations II. [ren
Suhami (Chairman), and John Hale
(Co-Chairman).
Session 42, April 9, Computer·Aided
Engineering I: Integrated Systems
and Interfaces for Process
Engineering. Rajeev' Gautam
(Chairman),
Union
Carbide
Corporation, Engineering and
Technology Services Division, P.O.
Box 8361, South Charleston, WV
25303, (304) 747-3710. Kris R.
Kaushik (Co-Chairman), She II
Development Company, Chemical
Engineering Department, P.O. Box
1380, Houston, TX 77001, (713) 4938525.
Session 42, April 9, Computer·Aided
Engineering II: Management of
Process Engineering Data. Kris R.
Kaushik (Chairman), and Rajeev
Gautam (Co-Chairman).

AMERICAN CONTROL
CONFERENCE,SEATTLE
(June 18·20, 1986)
There are seven sessions proposed
through AIChE. For information,
contact Yaman Arkun (Chairman) or
N.L. Ricker (Co-Chairman) at the
addresses given below.
Advances in Model Predictive
Control
Recent Developments in Process
Control
Application of Advanced Process
Control I and II
Nonlinear Process Control
Adaptive Process Control
Robustness and Modeling Issues in
Process Control
Recent Developments in Process
Control. Professor Yamun Arkun,
(Chairman) School of Chemical
Engineering, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0100,
(404) 894·2871.
N.L. Ricker
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Washington Seattle, WA
98195(203)543·8786
BOSTON AIChE MEETING
(August 24·27, 1986)
No CAST Division sessions are planned.
MIAMI BEACH AIChE MEETING
(November 2-7,1986)
Area lOa Sessions
1.-2. Applied Mathematics I and
II. Stuart W. Churchill (Co-

Chairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering,
University
of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
19104, (215) 898-5579. Lyle Ungar
(Co-Chairman), Department of
Chemical Engineering, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
19104, (215) 898-7449.
3.-4. Simulation in Chemical
Engineering I and II. Arthur W.
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Westerberg
(Co-Chairman),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Carnegie-Mellon
U ni versi ty,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213, (412) 578-2344.
Warren Seider (Co-Chairman),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA 19104, (215) 8987953. Papers include:
Adaptive Finite Element Simulation of
Stagewise Separation Processes, by
Swartz and Stewart
A Design Procedure for Distillation
Columns with Non-Sharp Splits, by
Levy and Doherty
Heterogeneous keotropic Distillation - ,
Simulation Using Homotopy
Continuation Methods, by Kovach and
Seider
Simulation of Azeotropic and
Extractive Distillation Operations
Using a Nonequilibrium Stage Model,
by Powers, Vickery, and Taylor
Alambic - A Commercially Available,
Vectorized Batch Rectification
Simulator
Running
on
Supercomputers, by Crico
Distillation Optimization, by Kumar
and Lucia
A Reduced Hessian Strategy for
Sensitivity Analysis of Optimal
Flowsheets, by Ganesh and Biegler
Simulation Optimization and Heat
Integration with Process Simulators,
by Lang, Biegler, and Grossman
An Improved Technique for Worst Case
Identification, by Swaney and Kabatek
Computer Simulation and Evaluation
of Schemes for Detecting and
Identifying Gross Errors in Process
Data, by Rosenberg, May and Iordache
Scheduling in Multistage Serial
Noncontinuous Processes with Finite
Intermediate Storage, by Karimi
Discrete Models of a Block-DiagamBased Signal Processing and

Simulation Package, by Preisig and
Rippin
5.
Synthesis.
George
Stephanopoulos, (Chairman), Department of Chemical Engineering,
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.
(617) 253-3904. Rakesh Govind (ViceChairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, 697 Rhodes Hall (ML
171), University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, OH, 45221-0171, (513)
475-2761.
6.
(extra request) Simulation in
Chemical Engineering III. Warren
D. Seider (Chairman) and Arthur W.
Westerberg (Vice-Chairman).
Joint Areas lOa and 10 b Session
1.
Perspectives in ComputerAided Design and Operation I and
II. John D. Perkins (Chairman),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of Sydney, Sydney NSW
2006, Australia. Gerry R. Sullivan
(Vice-Chairman), Department of
Chemical Engineering, University of
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1,
Canada (519) 885-1211.
Area lOb Sessions
1.
The Relative Gain Array - A
20 Year Retrospective.
V.
Manousiouthankis (Co-Chairman),
Department of Chemical Enginering,
UCLA, Los Angeles CA 90024, (213)
825-9385.
Tom McAvoy (CoChairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD 20740, (301) 4544593.
2.
Unsolved Problems in
Process Control. Manfred Morari
(Chairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125,
(818) 356-4186.
3.-4. Recent Advances in Process
Control I and II. Karen MacDonald
(Co-Chairman), Department of
Chemical Engineering, University of
Califormia, Davis, CA 95616, (916)

752-8314. Joseph D. Wright (CoChairman), Xerox Research Centre of
Canada, 2660 Speakman Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5K
2Ll, (416) 823-7091.
Joint Areas lOb and 15 Sessions
5-6.
Advanced Process Control
Concepts
in
Biochemical
Engineering I and II. Naz Karim
(Chairman),
Department
of
Agricultural
and
Chemical
Engineering, Colorado State
University, Fort Collins, CO 80523,
(303) 491-0275.
Area 10c Sessions
1.-2.
Impact of Advanced
Computer Architectures in
Chemical Engineering Computing 1
and II. Mark Stadtherr (Chairman),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL
61801, (217) 333-0275. Michael A
Malachowski (Co-Chairman), Amoco
Production Company, 4502 E. 41st
Street, P.O. Box 3385, Tulsa, OK
74102. Papers Include:
Advanced Computer Architectures An Overview, by Stadther, Coon, and
Vegais
Effective Utilization of Parallel Vector
Processor, by Levesque
Optimization
of
Algorithm
Performance on a Cray-2, by
Zygourakis and Markenscoff
Waveform Relaxation Methods for
Solution of Large Systems of Stiff
Differential Equations, by McRae
Parallel Algorithms for Flowsheet
Dynamics, by Carmola and Chimowitz
Vector and Parallel Algorithms for
Sparse Matrix Problems in
Flowsheeting, by Vegais and Stadtherr
Supercomputer-Aided Analysis of 3-D
Magneohydrostatic Equilibria, by
Boudouvis and Scriven
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A Computation Model of Productivity
in Hollow-Fiber Bioreactors, by
Decker, Hanson, and White
Simulation of Complex Flows in
Chemical Vapor Deposition Reactors,
by Moffat, Kieda, McKenna, and
Jensen
Transfer-Matrix
Method
for
Calculation of Transport and
Mechanical Properties of Disorderd
Systems, by Sahimi
Supercomper-Aided Analysis of
Transient Response of a Coating
Operation, by Katagiri and Scriven
Utilization of an Array Processor in
Chemical Engineering Computations,
by Cummings
Simulation ofLarge Dynamic Systmes,
by Senior
3.
Special Purpose Computers
and Processing Systems. Peter R.
Rony (Chairman), Department of
Chemical Engineering, Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, VA 24061, (703) 9617658. Daniel A. Crowl (ViceChairman), Wayne State University,
Detroit, MI 48202, (313) 577-3800.
Papers include:
A Computer-Aided Laboratory for
Artifical Intelligence Applications in
Chemical
and
Biochemical
Engineering, by Stephanopoulos
Tutorial: Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) Integrated Circuits, by Galbo
Chemical Network Problems Solved on
NASA/Goddard's Massively Parallel
Processor (MPP) Computer, by
Carmichael
An Integrated Hardware-Software
Peripheral System for Dynamic
Simulation, by Coulman
A Computer Applications System for
the Processing ofCave Survey Data by
Crowl
Symbolic Computation and Che mical
Engineering Model Development, by
Sunol

HOUSTON AIChE MEETING
(March 29-Apri12 1987)
Area 10 a Sessions
1.
Process Data Reconciliation
and Rectification. Cameron M.
Crowe (Chairman), Deparment of
Chemical Engineering, McMaster
Univeristy, Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada, L8S 4L7, (416) 525-9140, ext.
4947. William Y. Svercek (ViceChairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, University of Calgary,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N IN4,
(403) 220-5755.
2.
Modern Applications of
Chemical Engineering Theory.
Richard Pollard (Chairman),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of Houston, Houston, TX
77004, (713) 749-4317. Mark E.
Orazem (Vice-Chairman), Department
of Chemical Engineering, University
of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901,
(804) 924-6282.
3.-4.
Retrofitting
and
Optimization I and II. A.L. (Pete)
Parker (Chairman), Shell Oil Co., P.O.
Box 10, Norco, LA 70079, (504) 4417459.
Edward Gordon (ViceChairman), Fluor Engineering Inc.,
C4E, 3333 Michelson Drive, Irving,
CA 92930, (714) 975-3531.
For further details contact Jeffrey J.
Siirola (Chairman, Area lOa), ECD
Research Laboratories, Eastman
Kodak Co., Kingsport, TN 37662, (615)
229-3069.
Joint Areas 10 a and 10h Session
1.-2.
Expert Systems and
Computational Methods in Process
Safety
I
and
II.
V.
Venkatasurbramian (Chairman),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Columbia University, New York, NY
10027, (212) 280-4453. Ernest Henley
(Vice-Chairman), Department of
Chemical Enginnering, University of
Houston, Houston, TX 77004, (713)
749-4947.

Area lOb Sessions
1.
Recent
Advances
in
Computer Control. Jorge Mandler
(Chairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125,
(818) 356-4115.
2.
Distillation Tower Control.
John Slaby (Co-Chairman), Halcon
and Karlene Hoo (Co-Chairwoman),
Exxon Chemicals.
3.
Control of Chemical
Reactors. Herman Bozenhardt
(Chairman), Fisher and Porter.
For further details contact Thomas J.
MacAvoy (Chairman, Area lOb),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of Maryland, College Park,
MD 20742, (301) 454-4593.
Area 10c Sessions
1.-2.
Networking I and II.
Edward Gordon (Co-Chairman), Flour
Engineering Inc., C4E, 3333
Michelson Drive, Irvine, CA 92730,
(714) 975-3531 and Bill Alper (CoChairman).
3.-4.
Human
Factors
and
Computing Interfaces I and II.
Rajeev Gautam (Chairman), Union
Carbide Corporation, P.O. Box 8361,
South Charleston, WV (304) 747-3710.
For further details contact Norman E.
Rawson (Chairman, Area 10c), IBM
Corporation, 6901 Rockledge Drive,
Bethesda, MD20817, (301) 564-5959.
FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTERAIDED PROCESS OPERATIONS
(JulyI987)
H. Dennis Spriggs, Linnhoff March,
P.O. Box 7577, Charleston, WV 25356,
(304) 776-1358 and G.V. Reklaitis,
School of Chemical Engineering,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN
47907, (317) 494-4089.
Area IOc is planning this conference,
which will be patterned after the
highly successful, "Foundations of
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Computer-Aided Process Design"
(FOCAPD) series, but with much more
emphasis on industrial aspects of
computer applications.
NEW YORK CITY
AIChE MEETING
(November 15-20, 1987)
Area lOa Sessions (Tentative)
1.
Design and Analysis.
Richard S.H. Mah (Chairman),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Northwestern University, Evanston,
IL 60201, (312) 491-5357. lftekhar
Karimi (Vice-Chairman), Deparment
of
Chemical
Engineering,
Northwestern University, Evanston,
IL 60201.
2.
Applied Mathematics. D.
Ramkrishna (Chairman), School of
Chemical Engineering, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, IN 47907,
(317) 494-4066. Christos G. Takoudis
(Vice-Chairman), School of Chemical
Engineering, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, IN 47907, (317) 494-2257.
3.
Complex Dynamics. Michael
F. Doherty (Chairman), Department of
Chemical Engineering, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003,
(413) 545-2359.
4.
Batch Design. Kris R.
Kaushik
(Chairman),
Shell
Development Company, P.O. Box
1380, Houston, TX 77001. Rex
Reklaitis (Vice-Chairman), School of
Chemical Engineering, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, IN 47907,
(317) 494-4089.
5.
Expert Systems. H.Dennis
Spriggs (Chairman), Linnhoff March,
P.O. Box 7577, Charleston, WV 25356,
(304) 776-1358.
For further details contact Jeffrey J.
Siirola (Chairman, Area lOa), ECD
Research Laboratories, Eastman

Kodak Co., Kingsport, TN 37662, (615)
229-3069.
Joint Areas lOa and 10c Session
(tentative)
1.
Integration of Process
Design and Control. Bradley R. Holt
(Chairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, BF-10, University of
Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, (206)
543-3054.
Area lOb Sessions (Tentative)
1.

Batch Process Control

2.

Nonlinear Control

3.
Expert Systems Applied to
Process Control
4.

Adaptive Control

5.-6.
Recent Developments in
Process Control I and II.
Volunteers for session chairmen are
needed. Please contact Thomas J
lI,1acAvoy, Department of Chemical
Engineering, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD 20742, (301) 4544593.

Chairman), School of Chemical
Engineering, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, IN 47907, (317) 494-4089.
Moe Sood (Co-Chairman), Mobil Rand
D Corporation, P.O. Box 1026,
Princeton, NJ 08546, (609) 737-4960.
5.
On-line
Fault
Administration. Mark A. Kramer
(Chairman), Department of Chemical
Engineering, M.LT., Cambridge, MA
02139, (617) 253-6508.

4.
Scheduling
Batch
Processes. Rex Reklaitis (Co-

AIChE MEETING
(Fall 1988)
Area lOa
Ideas for fall sessions include Artifical
Intelligence in Design and Control;
Applied Math or Linear Analysis;
Nonlinear Analysis or Probability
Theory; and Design and Analysis.

NEW ORLEANS AIChE MEETING
(Spring 1988)

For further details for sessions and
chairmen contact Jeffrey J. Siirola
(Chairman, Area lOa), ECD Research
Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Kingsport, TN 37662, (615) 229-3069.

Area lOa Sessions
Ideas for spring sessions incl ude
Modeling of Systems in NonTraditional Areas, Industrial
Applications
of
Data
Reconciliation, and Synthesis.
For further details contact Michael F.
Doherty (Chairman), Department of
Chemical Engineering, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003,
(413) 545-2359.
Area 10c Sessions (Tentative)

3.
Short-Term Planning and
Operations.
Moe Sood (CoChairman), Mobil Rand D
Corporation, P.O. Box 1026, Princeton,
NJ 08546, (609) 737-4960. Rex
Reklaitis (Co-Chairman), School of
Chemical Engineering, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, IN 47907,
(317) 494-4089.

For further details contact Norman E.
Rawson (Chairman, Area 10c) IBM
Corporation, 6901 Rocklege Drive,
Bethesda MD 20817, (301) 564-5959.

For further details contact Norman E.
Rawson (Chairman, Area 10c), IBM
Corporation, 6901 Rocklege Drive,
Bethesda, MD 20817, (301) 564-5959.

Area lOc Sessions (Tentative)
Advances in Optimization I
1.-2.
and II. Ignacio Grossman (Chairman)
and Larry Biegler (Co-Chairman)
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Carnegie-Me Ilon
University,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213, (412) 578-2228.

Corporation, P.O. Box 1026, Princeton,
NJ 08546, (609) 737-4960.

1.-2.
The Role of Computers in
Safety and Reliability I and II,
Richard S.H. Mah (Chairman),
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Northwestern University, Evanston,
IL 60201, (312) 491-5357. Ernest
Henley (Vice-Chairman), Department
of Chemical Enginnering, University
of Houston, Houston, TX 77004, (713)
749-4947.
3.-4.
Com put e r - Aid e d
Engineering.
Joint Areas lOa and lOc Sessions
5.-6.
Industrial Applications of
Expert Systems I and II. Moe Sood
(Chairman), Mobil Rand D
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Area 10c
Ideas for fall sessions incl ude
Supercomputing; Languages; and
Biochemical Computing.
For further details for seesions and
chairmen contact Norman E. Rawson
(Chairman, Area 10c) lBMCorporation,
6901 Rocklege Drive, Bethesda MD
20817, (301) 564-5959.

We regret to announce that Richard R. Hughes,
a leader in the field of chemical engineering,
a very active member of the CAST Division
and former President of AIChE, died recently
while on a speaking tour in India. Further
details are not available, but a memorial resolution will appear in the August issue of
Chemical Engineering Progress.
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